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On Schensted’s Construction and the Multiplication of 
Schur Functions 
GL.&NFFRWD P. THOMAS 
Department of Mathematics, University College, Cork, Ireland 
In this paper, certain aspects of Schensted’s construction are examined and a 
generalization is described. From this generalization, the Littlewood-Richardson 
rule for the multiplication of Schur functions is derived by purely combinatorial 
methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this paper is to present a purely combinatorial derivation 
of the Littlewood-Richardson rule for the multiplication of Schur functions 
(see [2]). The main tool used in this derivation is the Robinson-Schensted 
construction. The notation closely follows that used by Schensted [4] in connec- 
tion with finding the longest increasing and decreasing subsequences of a 
given sequence. However, it should be noted that what is essentially the same 
construction was described by Robinson [3] in 1938, although in very different 
notation and circumstances. 
In the first three sections, certain aspects of the Robinson-Schensted con- 
struction are examined, during the course of which results of Knuth [I] involving 
sequences having the same P-symbol are produced and generalized. The 
later sections are concerned with a generalization of the Robinson-Schensted 
construction. This generalization is related to a binary operation on Young 
tableaux suggested by Knuth [I, p. 7241. 
The subject of the final three sections is the establishment of a one-to-one 
correspondence similar to that given for permutations (Robinson [3] and 
Schensted [4]) and t wo-line arrays (Knuth [l]), but for ordered pairs of Young 
tableaux. The Littlewood-Richardson rule follows as a corollary of this 
correspondence. 
The approach used in this paper involves only Young tableaux and the 
Robinson-Schensted construction. The whole paper may be recast using only 
standard tableaux and the same results obtained by the introduction of Baxter 
operators. This approach may be found written in full in Thomas [9]. The 
presentation given here has been chosen partly for the sake of length, and 
partly because it is a self-contained proof using well-known definitions and 
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concepts. The interested reader should have no difficulty in completing the 
necessary details for the transformation to the situation involving standard 
tableaux and Baxter operators. 
As a note, the use of standard tableaux and Baxter operators does have 
several advantages and is receiving increased interest at the moment. One 
important advantage is that when dealing with Young tableaux, one may be 
involved with an infinite set, whereas the use of standard tableaux restricts 
one to a study of a finite set only. The necessity of only having to work with 
standard tableaux and then achieve the transition to results concerning Young 
tableaux by the use of Baxter operators is also of interest in the light of recent 
work by Schtitzenberger involving intervals of the plane (see [14]). Other 
interesting points concern the connections that Baxter operators and Baxter 
sequences hare with the “line-of-route” of a standard tableau and the “up- 
down” and “inversion” sequences of a permutation. Details of the above 
may be found in Thomas [9, lo], and Foulkes [5, 61. 
It is also worth mentioning that several papers connected with this work 
were presented at a conference on Combinatorics and Representations of the 
Symmetric Group held in Strasbourg in April 1976. The conference proceedings 
are published in the Springer-Verlag Lecture Notes in Mathematics series, 
No. 579. Particularly relevant papers are those of Schiitzenberger [14], Greene 
[12], Lascoux [13], etc. Other papers of particular relevance include Greene 
[7] and Thomas [ll] since they establish a uniqueness of the generalized P- 
symbol under a “reduction” process due to Schutzenberger [8]. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Let n be a positive integer. A purtition of n is a set of positive integers 
(Xi, h, ,..., AN) such that 
A1 + A, + .” -+ A, = n. 
It is usual to write (Xi ,X, ,..., AN) in descending order of magnitude; i.e., 
h, > A, 3 .” 3 x,y > 0. 
The partition (hi ,..., hN) will be denoted by (A). 
The frame of (h), denoted by F(h), is a finite subset of 2 x 2 (where 2 
is the set of integers) defined as follows; 
90) = UMi))l where i = 1, 2 ,..., N and j(i) = 1, 2 ,..., hi . 
A numbeying of F(X) is a map 7: F(X) + Z+ (the set of positive integers), 
satisfying the following two conditions; 
rl(i,j> < di’, j’) if i=i’andj<j’, 
did < di’,j’) if j = j’ and i < i’. 
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EXAMPLE. Suppose n = 5, (h) = (2,2, 1) is a partition of 5 and g(X) = 
iv, I>> (1,2), (2, I>, (2>2), (3, 1)). 
I f  we imagine the plane 2 x 2 to be divided into unit squares, F(A) can 
then be thought of as a selection of unit squares in the plane. 
I ‘Y 
s-(2,2, 1) = 
lm!!!lI 
. 
L 
X 
A numbering of 9(A) can now be constructed by writing a positive integer 
in each square such that these numbers are nondecreasing along each row 
(read from left to right), and strictly increasing down each column (read from 
top to bottom); e.g., a numbering of 972,2, 1) could be expressed 
Finally, given a frame P(h) and a numbering 71 of 9(h), we call the pair 
(F(X), T), a Young tableau of (h). 
3. SCHENSTED’S CONSTRUCTION 
LetF(X) be a Young tableau of(h), and let T be any positive integer. Schensted’s 
construction is a construction for “inserting” r into F(X) to form a new Young 
tableau. The construction can occur in two forms; the column construction 
and the row construction. We describe the column construction first. 
DEFINITION. Define Y + F(;I) as the process for constructing a Young 
tableau, denoted [r --f F(h)], by inserting Y into F(X) by means of the following 
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(i) Insert r in the first column of F(A), either by displacing the smallest 
number greater than or equal to r, or if no number in the first column is greater 
than or equal to r, by adding r to the end of the first column. 
(ii) If r displaces a number from the first column, then insert this 
displaced number in the second column either by displacing the smallest 
number greater than or equal to it, or by adding it to the end of the second 
column. 
(iii) Repeat this process column by column until some number is added 
at the end of a column. 
(In the above steps, “adding at the end of a column,” is interpreted as putting 
in the first row in the given column if the column does not already have any 
entries in it.) 
EXAMPLE. 
F(X) = r = 2. 
The construction r + F(A). 
Step (i). Insert 2 in the first column by displacing 3. 
Step (ii). Insert 3 in the second column by displacing 3. 
Step (iii). Add 3 at the end of the third column. 
Hence 
[2 -+ F(h)] = E 2 51 -- - 2 63 2 3. 
-~ 
-I 
The row construction, which is denoted by F(h) +- r is defined exactly 
as above, but replace “column” by “row” and “greater than or equal to” by 
“strictly greater than” throughout. 
LEMMA 1 (Schensted [4]). IfF(A) is a Young tableau, then both [r + F(X)] 
and [F(A) c r] are Young tableaux. 
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LEMMA 2 (Schensted [4]). Let F(h) b e a Young tableau and Eet T and s be any 
positive integers. Then 
[[if + F(A)] +- s] = [Y * [F(A) + s]]. 
DEFINITION. Let a = a(1) ... a(n) be any sequence of positive integers, 
(repetitions allowed). Corresponding to a define its P-symbol to be the Young 
tableau 
[a(l) + [a(2) -+ [ *** [a(n - 1) -+ a(n)]...]]]. 
Also, define the o-symbol of a to be the Young tableau constructed as the 
P-symbol is formed by numbering the square added to the frame of the P-symbol 
when a(r) is inserted with n - Y + 1. 
EXAMPLE. 
a=4 2 2 1 5 4 
Sequence 4 5 4 154 2154 22154 
P-symbol 
cl 1 
&-symbol 
- 1 
1 2 - 
-_ 
13 1 !--‘I- -- 2 2 I - 
--- 
3 1 3 5 I- rl’ -- - 4 2 4 -- 
4221 54. 
We define the 5-symbol and &symbol of a sequence in a similar fashion 
to the above, except that the $-symbol is defined as 
K..lMl) + 491 +- @(3>1 *.* I +- a( 
and the &symbol is constructed by numbering with Y, the square added to 
the p-symbol when a(r) is inserted. 
LEMMA 3 (Schensted [4]). The $ y  b 1 -s m o and the &symbol of a sequence 
a = a(1) ... a(n) are both Young tableaux. 
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In fact, a Q-symbol is a one-to-one numbering 5: F(X) -+ {I, 2,..., n}. Such 
a tableau is called a standard tableau. 
LEMMA 4 (Schensted [4]). F 
and its P-symbol are identical. 
OY a given sequence a = a( 1) ... a(n), its p-symbol 
As a consequence of this result, we shall from now on talk simply of the 
P-symbol of a sequence and omit the arrows over the P. 
LEMMA 5 (Schensted [4]). G’ awn the P-symbol and the &symbol of a sequence 
a = a(1) ..* a(n), we may uniquely “recover” the sequence. 
The method for the recovery of the sequence is as follows. 
Suppose that in the &symbol, the square numbered n is at the end of the 
kth column. Take the number in the P-symbol at the end of the Kth column 
and remove this square from the P-symbol. Insert this number in the (K - I)st 
column of the P-symbol by displacing the largest number smaller than or equal 
to it. Insert this displaced number in the (K - 2)nd column in the same way 
and continue until a number is displaced from the first column. This number 
is a( I). 
Repeat this process for n - 1 in the @symbol and so recover a(2) and 
thus successively we can find u(3), u(4),..., a(n). 
Similarly, we can recover a sequence if we are given its P-symbol and 
&symbol. The method of recovery is exactly as above if we replace “column” 
by “row” and “smaller than or equal to” by “strictly smaller than” throughout. 
We thus recover successively a(n), a(n - I),..., a(l). 
COROLLARY. There is a one-to-one correspondence between sequences a(l) .*. a(n) 
of positive integers, and ordered pairs of Young tableaux having the same frame, 
theJirst tableau being a Young tableau (the P-symbol), the second being a standard 
tableau (the Q-symbol). 
4. FURTHER LEMMAS ON SCHENSTED'S CONSTRUCTION 
Consider Y  --f F(X). Suppose that the insertion of r causes a number rl to 
be displaced from the square (ir , 1) in the first column of F(h). Similarly, 
suppose that when rl is inserted in the second column, it displaces a number t2 
from the square (iz , 2). Suppose this continues until a number ykpl is displaced 
from the (K - 1)st column, which is then added at the end of the kth column 
in the square (ik , K). Corresponding to the insertion r -+ F(h), we can thus 
define a sequence of displaced numbers, y1 , y2 ,..., rlc-i and a line of squares 
(ir , I), (iz , 2),..., (& , L) from which numbers are displaced plus the new 
square which is added to the frame of F(A). 
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Therefore, suppose F(X) = (F(A), 7) and [r + F(h)] = (P(X), 7’). Suppose 
L = (il, l),..., (iK , k) is th e me corresponding to r + F(X). Then, for (i, j) EL, 1’ 
a(& ,j) = ri = 77’(ii+l ,j + 1) for j = 1, 2,..., k - 1 
and T’(& , 1) = r. For (i,j) $L, q(i, j) = T’(i, j). 
LEMMA 6 (Knuth [l]). In the line (i1, 1) ,..., (& , k) corresponding to Y -+ F(A), 
il 3 i2 3 *.* 3 iI, . 
Proof. This follows from the fact that T(i, j) < T(i, j + 1) inF(X). Therefore, 
the number displaced from (i, , j) must displace either v(ij , j + 1) or a number 
less than T(ii , j + l), i.e., a number in a square in the (j + I)st column lying 
above (i, , j + 1). Hence ii 3 ii+l and the result follows. 
LEMMA 7. Consider r’ + (r -+ F(A)) and let the sequence of displaced numbers 
corresponding to the insertion of r be r1 , r2 ,..., rkel , and the sequence of displaced 
numbers corresponding to the insertion of r’ be r; , r;1 ,..., r6,--1 . Then; 
(i) r’ < r * k’ > k and ri < rj for j = l,..., k - 1, 
(ii) r’ > r * k’ < k and ri > rj for j = I,..., k’ - 1. 
Proof. Firstly, we note that r1 < r2 < ... < rkel and r; < r; < ... < rf,-l . 
Now assume r’ < r. Clearly ri < r < rl , ri < r1 < y2 , etc. In addition, 
a number must be displaced from each of the first k columns, including the 
kth, since &-I < rk-r , and so k’ > k. This establishes the first result. 
Now consider r’ > r. If r’ is added at the end of the first column, we have 
no more to prove; if not, assume it displaces r; . Now rr was the smallest number 
greater than or equal to r in the first column. Therefore, if r < r’ and r’ < r; 
then rl < ri . 
Similarly, when ri is inserted in the second column, it is either added at 
the end of the column, or it displaces a number r; > r2 . Similarly, rj > r, , 
etc. If the insertion of r’ results in a number being added to the end of the k’th 
column and k’ < k then the proof is complete. If, however, a number yihl is 
displaced form the (k - 1)st column, then r;CA1 > rB-i and Y;-, is added at 
the end of the kth column. Thus k’ < k and the second result is established. 
COROLLARY. Consider r’ -+ (r + F(h)) and let the line corresponding to the 
insertion of r be (i1 , l),..., (4 , k) and the line corresponding to the insertion of r’ 
be (ii , 1) ,..., (4, , k). 
Then; 
(i) r’ < r * ij < ij for j = 1, 2 ,..., k, 
(ii) r’ > r * ii > ij for j = 1, 2 ,.,., K’. 
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Proof. The numbers displaced from the jth column by the insertions of Y 
and Y’ are rj and Y; , respectively. The number rj is displaced from the square 
(ii , j) and 7j’ from ($ , j). If 7’ < 7 then Y; < 7i . Therefore ij < ij . If 7’ > 7 
then 7; > rj and ii > ij . 
We may express this corollary as follows. If 7’ < 7, then the line corre- 
sponding to the insertion of 7’ lies above the line corresponding to the insertion 
of 7 (possibly coinciding with this line but not actually crossing it). If 7’ > 7, 
then the line corresponding to the insertion of 7’ lies strictly below the line 
corresponding to the insertion of Y. 
E~MPLE. 
F= 
Consider 7 --f F: -A ---- 
I 
‘-- 
4 4 7 11 8 
-____ _____ 
q El 
~__ --__ 
r7 - m  - 
L’ -*‘-’ . 3 
-~ 
mm9 w 9 
9 10 11 13 
10 11 12 
Line of insertion = L = (4, I), (4, 2), (3, 3), (3, 4), (2, 5), (2, 6). 
607/30/1-z 
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Now consider 8 -+ [7 + F]: 
[8-+[7+F]]= 
Line of insertion = (5, l), (5, 2), (5, 3), (5, 4), (3, 5), which is strictly below L. 
Alternatively, consider 6 --f [7 - F]: 
[6 -+ [7 -+ F]] = 
r 
Line of insertion = (3, l), (3, 2) (3, 3), (3, 4), (2, 5) (2, 6) (2, 7), which at no 
place lies below L. 
LEMMA 8 (Knuth [l]). Let F(h) be a Young tableau and let r’ < r < T” 
be three positive integers. Then, 
[Y' -+ [Y" -+ [Y -+F(h)]]] = [Y" 3 [Y' -+ [Y -F(A)]]]. 
Proof. Consider the line corresponding to r -+ F(X). The insertion of r’ 
depends only on those squares lying above this line (the line itself included). 
The insertion of Y” depends only on those squares lying below this line (the 
line itself not included). Hence, we may interchange the order of insertion 
of Y’ and I” without altering the resulting Young tableau. 
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COROLLARY. Consider sequences Y( 1) < r(2) < ... < r(k) and s(l) > s(2) > 
... > s(k’) of positive integers. Suppose r(k) = s(k’): Then, 
[s(l) -.+ [s(2) + [.*fs(k’ - 1) - [T(I) - [r(2) -+ [***[r(k) -F(A)]...]]]]**.]]] 
= [r(l) -+ [r(2) ---f [...[r(k-1) + [s(l) ---f [s(2) + [...[s(k’) -F(h)]...]]]].~.]]]. 
Proof. As before, consider the line corresponding to the insertion r(k) -+ F(h) 
(=s(k’) + F(A)). Th e insertions of r(l), r(2),..., r(k - 1) depend only on 
squares lying above this line, whereas the insertions of s(l), s(2),..., s(k’ - 1) 
depend only on squares lying below this line. The result thus follows. 
We have already described a procedure for the recovery of a sequence 
a = a(1) ... a(n) from its P-symbol and &symbol in Lemma 5. Just as we 
described a line of squares corresponding to the insertion of a number into 
a Young tableau, F(h), we can define lines corresponding to the recovery of 
the terms a(l), a(2) ,..., a(n). 
Suppose that in the @symbol, the square numbered n is at the end of the 
kth column in the square (ik , k). This is the first square of the line. In the 
P-symbol, we remove the number in this square and insert it in the (k - 1)st 
column by displacing the greatest number less than or equal to it. Suppose 
it displaces a number from the square (ikpl , k - 1). Suppose this number 
in turn displaces a number from the square (&-a, k - 2), and so on until a 
number is displaced from a square (iI , 1). The line corresponding to the recovery 
of a(1) is the sequence of squares 
(ik, k), (L , k - l),..., (i1 , I). 
Notice that this line consists of exactly the same squares, but in reverse 
order, as the line we would have obtained corresponding to the insertion of a(1) 
when constructing the P-symbol. Using this fact, we are able to formulate 
the following two lemmas simply by considering the recovery of terms rather 
than the insertion in Lemmas 7 and 8. Because of the fact that the line for the 
recovery of a term is the same as that for its insertion, the proofs of Lemmas 9 
and 10 following are virtually identical to the proofs of Lemmas 7 and 8, 
respectively, and are omitted. 
LEMMA 9. Given the P-symbol and &symbol of a sequence a = a(1) ... a(n), 
it is possible, using the construction described in Lemma 5, to recover successively, 
a(l), a(2),..., a(n). 
Let (ik , k),..., (iI, 1) be the line corresponding to the recovery of a(2), and let 
(i;, , k’),..., (ii, 1) be the line corresponding to the recovery of a(1). Then; 
(i) k’ > k 3 a(1) < a(2) and ii < ii for j = l,..., k, 
(ii) k’ < k 3 a(l) > a(2) and ij’ > ii for j = I,..., k’. 
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LEMMA 10. Let the &symbol of the sequence a = a(l) ... a(n) be (%(A), 5) 
and suppose 
&, , j,) = n, 5(L ,A4 = n - 1, 5(L, ,jn-J = n - 2, 
where j,-, 2 j, > j,-, . 
Then 
u(3) < a(1) < a(2). 
COROLLARY (i). If, inLemma 10, the numbering of the @symbol were changed to 
5(i, , in) = n, S(i,-, , in-d = n - 2, %(L, , j,-,) = n - 1 
and [(i,j) = [(i, j) elsewhere, and the sequence a(l),..., a(n) is found using this 
&-symbol and the same P-symbol as before, then 
n(1) = u(l), a(2) = a(3), a(3) = a(2), 
and a(r) = u(r) for r = 4, 5 ,..., n. 
COROLLARY (ii). Suppose a &symbol of a sequence a = a(l) ... a(n) is a 
numbering of a frame F(X) = {(ir , j,)} such that c(i, , jv) = r for Y = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Suppose that 
j, > jn-1 > ‘.’ > j,-, 
and jn < j,-,-, d jn-k-l < ... < j,-,-,, . 
I f  the &symbol is renumbered 5 where 
S(C-,-, , jnpkel) = n - 1, 
[(in-,-, , jn-d = fl - 2, 
[(inpfi-g , jn-,pk,) = n - k’, 
[(is-, , j,-,) = n - k’ - 1, 
[(in-, , jn-J 7 n - k’ - 2, 
Qi,-, , j& i n - k’ - h, 
and {(i, , j,.) = <(i, , jr) = r for Y = 1, 2,..., (n - k - h’ - I), and we construct 
the sequence a = a(l) ... a( n using this @symbol and the same P-symbol as ) 
previously, then 
a(1) = a(l), 
a(2) = a(K + 2), 
a(3) = a(K + 3), 
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a@ + 1) = a@ + k’ + l), 
cqk’ + 2) = a(2), 
a@ + 3) = a(3), 
a(k’ $ k + 1) = a(k + l), 
and a(r) = U(Y) for Y = k + k’ + 2 ,...) n - 1, 12. 
5. AN EXTENSION OF SCHENSTED'S CONSTRUCTION 
Consider a Young tableau F(h) = (S(h), 7) as shown below. 
p 7(L 2) 
LB---------y-- 707 1) 7lG2> 
-----;-----i-pi 
7G A4 ---_---____- 
I I 
I/++/zjj . 
Define a sequence 
t = t(1) t(2) ... t(n) (1) 
derivable from F(X) as the sequence of integers 
7(X 1) 7(N 2) ... 7(N hv) 7w - 1, 1) 7w - 1,2) ... 7(L hh 
i.e., t(rl) = 7(N, yl) if y1 < hN , and 
(p,+ yll 
= 7(r, - 1, Yl) for 2 < r2 < N, rl < h,.,-, . 
Clearly, [t(l) -+ [t(2) + [...[t(n - 1) ---f t(n)]*..]]] = F(h). Now consider a 
second Young tableau F(p), where (II) is a partition of m. We may construct 
a sequence w(l) ... w(m) from F(p) as before. 
Define F(h) + F(p) as the operation 
t(l) -+ (t(2) -+ (-w4 +F(P>)~-)) 
and define F(h) +3’(p) as the operation 
(...((F(h) t w(l)) c w(2))**+) +- w(m). 
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LEMMA Il. (i) [F(h) + F(p)] is a Young tableau. 
(3 vv) - %41 = m + JwI* 
Proof. [F(h) -+ F(p)] is the P-symbol and [F(X) + F(p)] is the g-symbol of 
the sequence t(l) ... t(n) w(1) ... w(m) and both results now follow from 
Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 12. Suppose F, T, W are three Young tableaux. Then 
[[T+-F]+~=[Tt[Ftw]]=[T-+[F+~]=[[T-+F]+W]. 
Proof. [[T t F] +-W]=[[T-+F]+-W]=[[T-+F]-+W]fromLem- 
ma 11. But [[T-F] + W] = [T + [F t w]] by a simple repetition of 
Lemma 2. Also [T + [F + w]] = [T t [F + WJ] by Lemma 11. The result 
now follows. 
Consider a Young tableau F(h), which we may express as 
Now consider any square (p, q) in F(X) and divide F(h) as shown 
A 
1 (P, 4) 
B 
I  
C 
Consider part B. This is a Young tableau which we shall denote F”. Also 
consider 
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i.e., C is moved upwards to form a Young tableau with A. This is a Young 
tableau which we shall denote F’. 
Clearly, for any (p, 4) EF(~) we have 
[F’+F”] = [Fe-F”] =F(h) (2) 
and hence from Lemma 12. 
[F(X)+T]=[F’+[F”-+T]]. 
Consider again the sequence t(1) *.. t(n) constructed from F(h) as shown 
in (1). We could derive another sequence t*(l) *** t*(n) equal to 
q(N, 1) rl(N - 1, 1) **. ?(I, 1) 77(N 2) 71(N - 192) -*a A,) 
from F(h). 
Now 
[t*(l) -+ [t*(2) -+ [.**[t*(n - 1) -+ t*(n)]*..]]] = F(X). 
Define F(h) b F(p) by 
(3) 
t*(l) + (t*(2) + (**(t*(n) -+F(/#..)). 
Therefore, by virtue of (2) and (3), 
[WV -s %41 = vv) + %-4I * (4) 
We can similarly define F(X) &F(p). 
We refer to the constructions F(X) --+F(p) and F(X) +F(~L) as insertion by 
rows, and the constructions F(h) Ir, F(p) and F(X) +?i F(p) as insertion by columns. 
Thus described, F(X) -+ F(p) is an extension of Schensted’s construction 
y -+ 64. 
6. A Q-SYMBOL FOR THE EXTENSION OF SCHENSTED'S CONSTRUCTION 
We have now extended Schensted’s construction for the insertion of an 
integer Y  into a Young tableau F(p) into a rule for inserting another Young 
tableau F(h) into F(p). 
Consider a sequence a = a(1) ... u(n). We can construct a P-symbol and a 
@symbol for the sequence from which the sequence may be uniquely recovered. 
We now wish to find a Q-symbol for the insertion of F(X) into F(p), such that, 
given the Young tableau [F(A) -+ F(p)] and this Q-symbol, then F(h) and F(p) 
may be uniquely recovered. In addition, we require this Q-symbol not to 
vary depending on whether F(h) is inserted by rows (i.e., F(X) + F(p)) or by 
columns (i.e., F(h) % F(p)). 
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Firstly, let&) = (9(p), 7’). Now define +j: P(p) ---f Z+ such that +j(;,j) = 0 
for all (i,j) E 9(p). It will be on this “null” tableau of (CL) that the Q-symbol 
of F(/\) -+ F(p) will be “built.” 
Consider 
t(1) + (t(2) + (.‘$(?z) -+F(~))‘..)). 
When t(n) is inserted in F(p), supp ose a square (i, ,I;) is added to the frame 
of F(p). Add this square to the frame of the Q-symbol and number it 1. When 
t(n - 1) is inserted into [t(n) -F(p)], in the Q-symbol, number the square 
added to the frame of [t(n) -+F(p)] with a 2. Continue inserting t(n - 2) 
t(n - 3),..., t(l) and numbering in the Q-symbol the added squares 3, 4,..., n 
successively. This we shall call the Q-symbol corresponding to 
t(1) -+ (t(2) -+ (..(t(n) -+F(/L))...)). 
EXAMPLE. Suppose 
6 I- and I I 7 
I I 
t(1) t(1) -1. t(n) (n) = 4 8 1 6 6. Consider F(h) -+ F(p). 
and the Q-symbol of 4 -+ (8 -+ (1 -+ (6 + (6 +F(p))))) 
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In the same way, we could find a Q-symbol corresponding to 
t*(l) -+ (t*(2) - (..(t*(n) -F(p))...)). In the example above, the Q-symbol 
would be 
This Q-symbol is different from that obtained previously. We overcome this 
problem as follows. 
Suppose F(X) = (F(X), 7) and in addition suppose t(r) = ~(i,. ,j,) for 
r = 1, 2,..., 1~. Consider t( 1) + (t(2) + (.. (t(n) -+ F(p))...)), however, when 
constructing the Q-symbol, having inserted t(r), number the square added to 
the frame with i, . This is called the Q-symbol of F(h) -F(p). 
In a similar fashion, by considering t*(l) -+ (..(t*(n) -.F’F(~))~~.), we define 
the Q-symbol of F(h) Ir, F(p) exactly as above. 
In the above example, both the Q-symbol of F(h) + F(p) and of F(X) s F(p) 
become 
0 0 0 1 
!A 
! 
-~ 
0 0 1 2 
0 1 
2 
THEOREM 1. The Q-symbols corresponding to F(X) -F(p) and F(h) &F(p) 
are identical. 
Proof. The proof will be by induction on the number of rows of F(h). 
The theorem is obviously true if F(h) has only one row, so assume it true for 
all F(h) with less than N rows. 
Now consider F(h) with N rows and consider F(X) -+ F(p). Take 3”’ as the 
first row of F(h) and 3” as the tableau of the remaining rows of F(A). Therefore, 
[F’ -+I?] = F(A) and hence [F(h) + F(p)] = [F’ ---f (F” -+ F(p))] = [F’G 
(3”’ ---f F(p))]. But F’ has N - 1 rows, therefore, by the induction hypothesis, 
the Q-symbols of F(h) -+ F(p) and 8” * (3”’ --f F(p)) are the same. 
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Consider the sequence t”(1) ... t”(h,) derived from F”. We have t”(l) < 
t”(2) < ... < t”(h,). Let u(1) ... u(k) be the sequence of numbers in the last 
column of F(h). Hence, u(1) > u(2) > ... > u(k), reading upwards. Also, 
t”(h,) = u(k). Th ere ore, f by the corollary of Lemma 8, 
[t”(l) + (...(t”(h, - 1) + (u(l) -+ (...(u(k) -F(p))...)))...)] 
= [u(l) + (.+(k - 1) ---f (t”(1) + (...(t”&) -F(p))...)))...)]. 
In addition, the square added by the insertion of t”(r) must be in the same 
row or a higher row than the square added by the insertion of t”(r + l), while 
the square added by the insertion of U(Y) must be in a lower row than the square 
added by the insertion of U(Y + 1) (Lemma 7, Corollary). 
Hence, since t”(h,) = u(k), the Q-symbols of 
u(1) + (..*(u(k - 1) -+ (F” -F(p)))‘..) 
and 
p” + (u(l) + (...(u(k) -F(p)).*.), 
where P” denotes the tableau formed from F” by omitting the last square, 
are the same. 
What, in effect, we have proved is that the Q-symbol corresponding to 
the insertion of the first row of F(A) followed by the last column of the remaining 
rows of F(X) followed by the rest of F(h) by co 1 umns, is the same as the Q-symbol 
corresponding to the insertion of the last column of F(h) followed by the first 
row of the remaining columns of F(h) followed by the rest of F(h) by columns, 
i.e., we have interchanged the order of insertion of the first row and the last 
column of F(h) without altering the Q-symbol. 
So, inserting the last column of F(h), we may now interchange the order 
of insertion of the first row of the remaining columns and the last but one 
column of F(A) in the same way as above without altering the Q-symbol. 
Successively interchanging the order of insertion of the first row and the end 
columns, we eventually end up having inserted F(h) entirely by columns and 
the Q-symbol has remained unaltered throughout. 
THEOREM 2(i). The Q-symbols of t(l) -+ (t(2) -+ (**.(t(n) + F(p))***)) and 
F(X) -F(p) can be derived uniquely from each other. 
Proof. To derive the Q-symbol of F(h) --f F(p) proceed as follows. Consider 
the Q-symbol of t(1) + (.*(t(n) + F(p))...). Suppose the squares of the 
Q-symbol not numbered zero are (& , iI),..., (i, , jJ, where the numbering [ 
is [(i, , jr) = r for r = 1, 2 ,..., n. To derive the Q-symbol of F(h) ---f F(p), 
let 71 be the required numbering. Put q(iI , j,) = 1 and apply the following 
rule for Y  = 1,2,..., (n - 1); 
dir+l ,h+d = rl(i, ,.h) if i, 3 i,+l 
= dir ,j,> + 1 if i, < i,+1 . 
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To derive the Q-symbol of t(1) + (..(t(n) -+ F(p))...) from the Q-symbol 
of F(h) -P(p), we let 7 be the numbering of the nonzero numbered squares 
of the Q-symbol of F(X) -F(p). We find a total ordering of these squares 
by saying (i, j) precedes (i’, j’) if either 
7(i,i) < 7(i’,i’) 
or 
71(i,j) = 7(i’,i’) and j < j’. 
Let the squares be ordered (ir, iI),..., (i, , j,J. The required numbering 5 is 
for r = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
THEOREM 2(ii). The Q-symbols of P(h) &F(p) and t*(l) -+ (...(t*(n) -+ 
F(p))..*) can be derived uniquely from each other. 
Proof. To derive the Q-symbol of F(h) h F(p) proceed as follows. Consider 
the Q-symbol of t*(l) + (***(t*(n) --f F(p)).*.). Suppose the squares not 
numbered zero are (i1 , ix),..., (i, , j,), where the numbering c* is [*(i, , jr) = Y 
for Y = 1, 2,..., n. Let 7 be the required numbering of the Q-symbol of 
F(h) &F(p). Put q(il , jr) = 1 and apply the following rule for r = 1,2,..., n- 1; 
7(ir+l Jr+d = 1 if ir+l > jr 
=rl&,jd+ 1 if A+, <jr . 
To derive the Q-symbol of t*(l) -+ (..(t*(n) -F(p))...), let 7 be the num- 
bering of the nonzero squares of the Q-symbol of F(h) 4 F(p). 
Firstly, consider the sets {(i, j) 1 T(i, j) = r} for r = l,..., A? We can totally 
order the squares in each of these sets by saying (i, j) precedes (i’,$) if j > j’. 
Suppose, for each r, the ordering is 
We now derive a total ordering of all the squares by saying (& , j,)r precedes 
(ip , j,,p’ if either 
k’ > k 
or 
k’=k and r’ < 1. 
Relabeling the squares, let the total ordering be 
(4 ,id, (4 li2>,..-, (i ,iJ. 
The required numbering [* of the Q-symbol of t*(l) + (*-(t*(n) -F(p))**.) 
is then [*(ir,j,.) =n-rf 1. 
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I  
I-- 
---a --I --- 
0 0 0 0 
l-4’ 0 0 0 1 
k--i---I---1------ 
0 I 
~ --__-- 
0 I 1  1 1 1 1 __--- -__- 
1 2 2 
~-- 
3 . 
4 
- 
Suppose this is the Q-symbol of F(X) -+I+) (equals the Q-symbol of 
F(A) “F(p)), where (A) = (6, 4, 3, 3) and (p) = (6, 3, 2, 1). 
The corresponding Q-symbol of t(1) + (...(t(n) -+ F(p))...) is 
r __1-------- 
The corresponding Q-symbol of t*(l) -+ (*.(t*(n) -F(p))...) is 
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7. FURTHER RESULTS ON THE Q-SYMBOL OF F(A)+F(p) 
We commence by defining a lattice permutation. 
DEFINITION. Consider a sequence c( 1) ... c(n) of p osi t ive integers (repetitions 
allowed). This sequence is called a lattice permutation if for each Y = 1, 2,..., n, 
and C(Y) # 1, the number of k’s less than r such that c(k) = C(T) - 1 is greater 
than the number of kl’s less than Y such that c(k,) = C(Y). 
Let us now consider the general form of the Q-symbol corresponding to 
W) - F(P). 
Firstly, consider t(l) - (..(t(n) -F(p))...). The Q-symbol is of the 
following form. We have a frame of F(p) which is numbered entirely with 
zeros. To this, there are added h, squares according to the following rule. 
The squares are added at the ends of the rows so that the resulting frame 
is a frame of a partition and no two squares are added in the same column. 
These squares are numbered 1. 
Another h, squares are then added to this frame according to the preceding 
rule. These squares are numbered 2. Aa squares numbered 3 are then added 
according to the above rule, h, squares numbered 4, etc. 
Now consider t*(l) -+ (..(t*(n) -F(p))...). Each time we add a square 
numbered Y to the Q-symbol ofF(h) + F(y), we have previously added squares 
numbered Y - 1, r - 2 ,..., 2, 1 in strictly higher rows. Since the Q-symbols 
of F(h) + F(p) and F(A) %8’(p) are the same, we can put the above two results 
together in the following description. 
The &-symbol of F(h) --f F(p) consists of a frame of F(p) numbered entirely 
with zeros, to which are added successively h, squares numbered 1, X, squares 
numbered 2, . . . , h, squares numbered IV, each addition according to the above 
rule, and such that the sequence of numbers in the added squares when read 
from right to left along each row from the top row downwards is a lattice 
permutation. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the Q-symbol 
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The lattice permutation of the added numbers is 
111122132232. 
An important property of the P-symbol and &symbol when considering 
sequences a( 1) ... a(n) is the fact that one can recover the sequence a(l) ... a(n) 
from its P-symbol and &symbol. Also, one may take any Young tableau to be 
a P-symbol and any standard tableau to be a &-symbol and find a sequence 
41) ... u(n) having these tableaux as its P-symbol and (z-symbol. 
Clearly, if we are given a Young tableau which is the result of inserting a 
Young tableau P(A) into another Young tableau F(p), and if we are given the 
corresponding Q-symbol, then we can recoverF(h) andF(p). By the construction 
given in Theorem 2(i), we can find the sequence t(1) ... t(n) and thus F(h). 
That which remains of the given Young tableau will be F(p). 
We now wish to establish that given any Q-symbol satisfying the preceding 
conditions, and any Young tableau F(v) with the same frame as this Q-symbol, 
then there exists F(h) and F(p) such that [F(h) -+ F(p)] = F(V) and the Q-symbol 
of F(X) -+F(p) is the given Q-symbol. In other words, we wish to establish 
a result parallel to the corollary of Lemma 5. 
Firstly, consider the construction given in Theorem 2(i). Using this con- 
struction, we can find a sequence t( 1) ... t(n) which in turn leads to a numbering 
of the frame F(h) in which the numbers are nondecreasing when read from 
left to right along each row. Secondly, consider the construction given in 
Theorem 2(ii). Using this construction, we can find a sequence t*(l) ... t*(n) 
which leads to a numbering of F(h) in which the numbers are increasing 
when read down each column. (These results follow from Lemma 9.) If we 
can show that both these constructions produce the same numbering of S(h) 
then we have proved the required result. 
Earlier, we defined insertion of F(/\) into F(p) by rows and by columns. 
We can similarly define recovery of P(X) by rows if we recover the sequence 
t(1) ... t(n) and recovery of F(h) by columns if we recover the sequence 
i?“(l) “’ t*(n). 
THEOREM 3. Recovery of F(h) by rows and recovery of F(h) by columns produce 
the same numbering of the frame S(X) which is a Young tableau. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1 except that one 
considers the recovery of terms rather than the insertion of terms. 
The proof will be by induction on the number of rows of F(h). Clearly the 
theorem is true if F(h) has only one row, so assume it is true for all F(A) with 
less than N rows (i.e., the highest number to appear in the Q-symbol is less 
than N). Now consider F(h) with N rows. 
First recover the bottom row of F(X). We can now apply the induction 
hypothesis and say that we can recover the rest of F(A) by rows or columns. 
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Therefore, recover the rest of F(h) by co umns. 1 Now, by applying Lemma 10, 
Corollary (ii), we can interchange the order of recovery of the bottom row 
of F(X) and the first column of F(X) without altering the numbering in F(X). 
Having recovered the first column of F(X), we now recover the bottom row 
of the rest of F(X) followed by the rest of F(h) by columns. We can now inter- 
change the order of recovery of the bottom row of F(h) and the second column 
of F(h) without altering the numbering in F(/\). Continuing thus, we eventually 
recover the whole of F(h) by columns and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY. There is a one-to-one correspondence between pairs of numbered 
frames of partitions, one member of which is a Q-symbol satisfying the given con- 
ditions above, the other a Young tableau of the same partition as this Q-symbol, 
and ordered pairs of Young tableaux F(A) and F(p). 
8. THE MULTIPLICATION OF SCHUR FUNCTIONS 
The usual definition of a Schur function is in terms of the characters of the 
symmetric groups. 
Let x1 , xa ,... be an infinite set of indeterminates. We define the symmetric 
power sums of these indeterminates as follows. Define 
m 
s, = 1 xi+ for r = 1,2,... . 
i=l 
Now for (P> = h , p2 ,-., fN,) a partition of n, define 
Now, for (A) a partition of n, define the Schur function {h} by 
where the summation is over all partitions (p) of n, x: is the characteristic 
of the conjugacy class (p) of sfl, (the symmetric group of degree n), and g, 
is the order of the conjugacy class (p) in Sp, . 
Another definition of {h} is as follows. Let F(h) = (F(A), 7) be a Young 
tableau of (A). 
Let 
WF(4) = fl xn(i.zi) 9 
(i.j)ES(A) 
where the product is over all squares (i,j) E 9(A). 
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where the summation is over all Young tableaux of (A). 
Now consider {X} x {p}. Using the corollary of Theorem 3, we have 
where the coefficients g,,py are found by the use of a preceding rule as follows. 
The number gAuy is the number of ways of forming a numbered frame of (v) 
using the following construction. 
Starting with a frame of (EL), number all the squares of F(p) with zero. 
Add h, squares to the ends of rows of F(p) such that the resulting frame is a 
frame of a partition and no two squares are added to the same column. Number 
these squares 1. Next add /\a squares to this frame so that no two squares are 
added to the same column and the resulting frame is the frame of a partition. 
Number these squares 2. Repeat for ha , X, ,..., h, . Now, starting at the top 
row, reading from right to left along each row and downward row by row, 
consider the sequence of numbers in the added squares. Disregard all numberings 
for which this sequence is not a lattice permutation. 
EXAMPLE (i). Consider the coefficient of (5, 3, 2, l} in (3, 2) x (3, 2, l}. 
The acceptable numberings are 
- 
0 
- 
0 
- 
0 
- 
2 
- 
0011 
11 ------- 
0 2 
--, 
1 
-- 0 0 --. 0 0 
l 
-- 
0 2 
- 
2 
- 
-I-- 
0 1 1 
1 
-> 
Hence the required coefficient is 3. 
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EXAMPLE (ii). Consider {22} x {2, l}. The acceptable numberings are -- 
-- ---I -~~ 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 -- 
lYIn El- 
l-l 
022 ‘02 
1 
-- 
2 
El 
~- 
0 0 1 
-~ 
0 1 2 
___--, 
2 
0 0 
0 1 
_j- 
- 7 
1 2 
2 
0 0 1 
H ---I -- 0 1 2 2 
1-J 0 1 
Hence, (27 x (2, 1) = (4, 3) + (4,2, 11 + {3,2’) + {32, I>+ {23, 11 + (3,2, 1”). 
The last rule given above for the calculation of the coefficients g,,, is usually 
referred to as the Littlewood-Richardson rule. 
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